
Defining our Collaborative Project for 2019
Introductory workshop, Act II



Objectives

Develop participants’ employer networks

● Helping you meet business leaders and tell their stories.

Showcase a strategy to improve media RoI (content & events)

● By prototyping the role of communications in explaining, inspiring, 
engaging, motivating and shifting behaviours.



Target Audience

Mid-size engineering companies 

– transport/energy (esp. mobility/logistics/infrastructure)

– and their influencers (media, advisors) 

Challenges:

Managing uncertainty and complexity

Entering new markets (especially export/low carbon)

Most ‘destructive’ sector locally and globally



Building business story: a £30 trillion opportunity



“Explore how businesses are responding to the UN's 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).   It’s a trillion-
dollar business opportunity!

“How are employers responding to the challenges that 
matter to their communities?”

The 2019 ONTENTE challenge:



● Contented's Felicia Jackson advocates that businesses 

need a new story:

● https://soundcloud.com/contenteduk/sdg-story/s-necSz

Why businesses need a new story:

https://soundcloud.com/contenteduk/sdg-story/s-necSz


Story ideas

What shall we write about?





Reframing low-emissions value-chain as Health & Wellbeing – reframing is a core company skill.

Pollution is a topical problem that the whole world faces.  It is being addressed urgently and 
controversially (eg Clean Air Zones)

It creates market opportunities (renewable energies, electric cars....)

Telling the stories showcases our capacity to facilitate knowledge exchange
(eg through content and education services)

Air pollution.
Why?



But, how shall we do it?



By shining a light on the human 
dimensions of trade

Sharing approaches, personal stories, opinion, culture, 
fears and strategies

Visualising data sets

Facilitating aesthetics – non-verbal epistemologies

Underpin by academic theory / industry sense-check

Low carbon behaviour – critical for change



Angling the story

1 Main article sets challenges and surprises (London bus in Mexico)

Vignettes: Grass roots (people) add the human dimension – the struggle to bring 
change. monomyth and archetypes draw out story of struggle to tackle them. 
Reflective, adventurous, nature, life. 

Possible branches: Are electric cars solving the pollution problem? What are the 
solutions that the car industry is studying? Are there possible investment 
opportunities? Who is been affected by this issue (personal angle)? How can the car 
industry help to solve it? Petrol-head car culture vs green ‘mass’ and ‘maas’ transport

Video, graphics, audio, maps, charts, captions.  Personal uses aesthetics (even poetry!)
Descriptive text; non-technical but intelligent.



Where should we shine the spotlight?

2 Compare Birmingham and Leipzig, Barcelona?  Bogota? The regions?

How is the problem being addressed in different parts of the world? 
Are there similarities? 
Lack of action?



Shanghai 

Berlin

Stuttgart

London

Novi

Las Vegas

Munich

México

New Delhi

Orlando

Jakarta



Commonwealth countries

http://thecommonwealth.org/member-countries

http://thecommonwealth.org/member-countries


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cross-government-prosperity-fund-programme

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cross-government-prosperity-fund-programme


UK climate funding since 2011 

https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-how-uk-foreign-aid-is-spent-climate-change

https://www.carbonbrief.org/mapped-how-uk-foreign-aid-is-spent-climate-change


BRIC countries
Brazil, Russia, India, China

'Next eleven’
Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Pakistan, Philippines, 
South Korea and Vietnam
Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey (MINTs)



Possible approaches

- Explore Datasets with information on pollution?
- Create graphs which help to understand the situation?
- Interview people with pollution-related disease. Commercial drivers
- Create video content with interviews and b-roll
- Infographics and designs make pieces more accessible?
- Scraping twitter feeds to capture conversations
- Look for thought-leaders and unsung heroes; pod-casts
- Use of third-party sites must support SEO









● https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/05/09/nyregion/subway-crisis-mta-decisions-signals-
rules.html

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/05/09/nyregion/subway-crisis-mta-decisions-signals-rules.html




Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
By Robert Frost

Whose woods these are I think I know. 
His house is in the village though; 
He will not see me stopping here 
To watch his woods fill up with snow. 

My little horse must think it queer 
To stop without a farmhouse near 
Between the woods and frozen lake 
The darkest evening of the year. 

He gives his harness bells a shake 
To ask if there is some mistake. 
The only other sound's the sweep 
Of easy wind and downy flake. 

The woods are lovely, dark and deep, 
But I have promises to keep, 
And miles to go before I sleep, 
And miles to go before I sleep.



● https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/53505/eight-ways-to-teach-climate-change-in-almost-any-
classroom

https://www.kqed.org/mindshift/53505/eight-ways-to-teach-climate-change-in-almost-any-classroom


● https://multimedia.scmp.com/news/china/article/2169344/china-2025-electric-vehicles/

https://multimedia.scmp.com/news/china/article/2169344/china-2025-electric-vehicles/








Proposed approaches

- Objectivity? Biased towards responsible innovation / SDGs
- Journalistic? Legal, decent, honest, fair
- Explicit aim to explain, inspire, engage, motivate and shift behaviours
- Curator and originator: reporting on AI/VR/AR
- Ambition for animation, coding, arts documentary
- Balance top-down (policy, strategies) with grass-root (tactics, actions). 

Explore alignment. How well learning is applied.
- Beautiful images, colour theory / contrast with personal ‘smartphone’



What do you think of the story?
How else might we tell it?



What makes an intriguing story?



Freefall writing (from John, PwC)

You mentioned your goal is to generate and communicate the shared narrative of the 

human dimensions of engineering organisations.  

I was going to mention freewill [sic] writing which was the exercise I found most useful, 

especially with a relevant stem, e.g. “I feel most human at work when ….“ or “At its best 

our organisation has the following human dimensions …” 

This made me think how you might link the freewill etc first person exercises to some 

second person questions in social groups, e.g. “What will it take for us to create and 

live a human narrative?” 



Next steps
Audience research: clarify individual/organisation needs and 
messages; which countries interest them?

Recruit sponsors/participants for June/July sprints. Cities?

Consult supporters (ONTENTE audiences)

Share current output with sponsors and prospective collaborators

Timetable peer-coaching, tech support and conference

Complete paperwork (IPR, data, liability, grants), self-assessment, 
skills audit; draft your Chapter 1 for sharing with the group.


